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TRAMIGO SOLUTIONS 
FOR MISSION CRITICAL 
TRANSPORTATION 

Designed for the mission critical transport industry, our latest custom solution
provides smooth and secure transportation throughout the region. Starting with
T24 Fleet eSIM, this technology is recommended for installation in security
vehicles. In case of emergency, you will always have full control of the situation.

Tramigo Asset Tracker is designed to attach to each trailer in your fleet. 
With real-time tracking and alerts, you can watch your trailers every step 
of the way.

In addition, MCPTT provides secure communication between 
the convoy security guards and control center when needed. 
Each of Tramigo’s solutions are embedded with eSIM 
technology, featuring multi-network regional coverage 
that is fully reliable.

Every device reports to the control room
where TramigoCloud allows businesses to
monitor drivers’ habits and track the fleet
through a secure web login.
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TRAMIGO SOFTWARE

MCPTT

T24 FLEET eSIM

TRAMIGOCLOUD

TRAMIGO ASSET TRACKER

Built and designed for demanding environments,
MCPTT is the latest technology of combined hardware
and communication solution.Tramigo MCPTT devices
are the basis for efficient, secure and stable team
communication, as well as Mission Critical Push-To-
Talk functions.

Tramigo T24 Fleet supports 12v to 24V vehicles with
immobilizer allowing you to remotely shut down the vehicle's
engine in case of emergency with one click. Comes with a
wide range of accessories to accommodate your advance
fleet management needs.

TramigoCloud allows you to track your fleet behind a
user-friendly secure web login and puts a full control
center within your reach wherever you go. 
TramigoCloud interface is easy to navigate and enables
users to perform tasks with minimum effort and time

The perfect solution to track any valuable asset comes
with real-time tracking & automated alerts, which allow
notification on unauthorized movement. Ensure you get
alerted and locate any stolen assets quickly to avoid
interruption of your work or project.

Tramigo offers software solutions which allows you to monitor your vehicles at your
control center or from your mobile devices:
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